Abstract
Introduction
Interactive evolutionary design (IED) is a technique which allows users to create by selecting designs, rather than constructing them. After the computer initially creates a random population of solutions to a design problem, a human designer judges the proposed solutions for quality. Based on the user's input, the computer generates a new population of designs, copying properties of the selected individuals to construct each new generation. Assuming desirable properties are inherited by offspring, increasingly improved designs will gradually appear. As the selection and creation process is iterated, evolution converges toward creative design solutions. This paper briefly discusses how parametric layered pattern functions can be used as a representation for evolving images [8] . These images are then used to generate geometry for use in virtual environments such as those commonly designed for multiuser computer games.
Following Dawkins' biologically inspired Biomorphs program which evolved two-dimensional branching drawings resembling insects or plants [5] , Todd and Latham [17] and Sims [15] were the first to evolve computer graphics images via interactive selection. Since then, interactive evolution has been applied to numerous design domains. Takagi recently completed an exhaustive survey of systems employing interactive evolutionary computation [16] . The author also maintains an extensive list of online IED resources [9] .
Continuous layered pattern functions
This section describes an image representation method that is more general than most parametric approaches, and more high-level than uniform discrete representations. The design space presented here is constructed from layers of patterns of features. The concepts discussed are based on procedural texture authoring techniques [1] .
Features
One of the primary challenges of feature space design is to simultaneously maximize flexibility and fitness. A feature's representation should be capable of instantiating a wide range of shapes, but it should also not degenerate into unstructured noise through most of its parameter space.
Implicit shape methods are commonly employed when writing procedural textures (i.e., shaders.) These approaches determine whether a given point being sampled is in the interior or exterior of an individual feature. Complex surfaces are often produced by individualizing and layering basic primitive shapes. Common feature shapes include discs, stars, rectangles, and lines [10] [11] . The range of shapes used in this work are shown in figure 1 . A few sam- ple equations for some of these follows:
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For the evolutionary design needs presented here, it is important to be able to smoothly interpolate from one shape to another, so that small changes to genes result in correspondingly minor visual changes. There are many possible representations for 2D shapes that allow interpolation. The method used below provides a flexible continuous mapping between a single shape gene and different feature shapes using implicit equations. This choice of representation allows for smooth visual interpolation by interpolating the values returned by pairs of shape equations [4] . For example, at a given sample location (x, y):
The parameter t controls the blending between two shape values. A single normalized gene can be mapped to a sequence of blends between shapes (e.g., with the squareto-circle and circle-to-diamond transitions mapping to gene values of [0.2, 0.3] and [0.3, 0.4] respectively, as in figure 1 .) The rate at which shapes visually interpolate is sometimes not linear. Perlin's bias and gain shaping functions [12] can be used selectively to control the rate at which the parameter t blends between two shapes. Note also that the shapes shown are not intended to provide a definitive set of all possible visual qualities that might be desired, but rather to illustrate the creation of a continuous shape parameterization yielding a wide diversity of base shapes using a simple genetic representation. 
Bombing
Features function as primitives for building regular patterns. Given a feature shape function "feature(x, y)", a regular pattern function with frequency f can be constructed [10] :
pattern(x, y, f ) = feature(mod(xf, 1), mod(yf, 1)) (7)
Perlin noise can be used to make the patterns less regular in a number of ways [12] . One of the most important techniques for individualizing the features of a pattern is known as bombing. Bombing involves using the index (or tile coordinate) of each feature to determine a noise value to be used for modifying some property of that feature [1] [10] [11] :
The coordinates of each feature can be used as a seed for noise in functions like rotationBomb. In this example, the amount to rotate a feature is calculated uniquely for each feature. The rotation amplitude is controlled with the parameter a while offsets into the noise function are provided by o 1 and o 2 . Some of the feature properties that can be simultaneously bombed to produce visual complexity include feature size, position, orientation, height, shape, deformation, opacity, and existence. Normalized gene values are mapped to the amplitude, frequency, and offset of the noise used for bombing each visual attribute. Figure 2 shows examples of bombing different visual attributes.
Once individual patterns of features have been created using the techniques discussed, patterns can be layered for additional visual complexity. The method used to combine patterns depends largely on the visual attributes needed for the target design domain. Simple image compositing options include summing, averaging, or using the maximum value of each layers' pixels.
The maximum number of layers desired determines the length of the individuals' array of genes (i.e., chromosome.) If a maximum of L layers is to be possible, and the properties of a single layer can be described using N genes, then for a given design space, all individuals will have a chromosome of length G = c + (N L). The constant c represents a small number of genes which can be used to describe layer independent properties of an individual. One of the c genes can determine how many of the L layers are actually used for a given individual, while the rest of the layers remain "recessive".
Implementation and results
The images and geometry are represented and evolved within an interface framework called Metavolve built on an infrastructure using Houdini TM and RenderMan TM [7] [13] [14] . Each individual in the population is represented by an array of initially random normalized gene values. The features, patterns, and layers described above are implemented in a RenderMan shader. Each individual image is rendered using the pattern shader on a single patch, with genes passed as shader parameters. The rendered images are displayed in a grid for interactive user selection. Figure 3 shows an example population of image designs.
When an individual image design is selected in the evolution interface, the image values are used as a height field to generate geometry which is then displayed in an adjoining 3D window (see the right images in the first and third rows in figure 4 for examples.) This 3D view can be interactively rotated and zoomed, revealing advantages and disadvantages of the individual which may not have been as obvious from the "overhead" image view (e.g., the "ramps" from low ground to high ground in the bottom map in figure 4.) Map geometry is generated from a user selected image using pixel values to determine the height of vertices in a triangulated grid. Curvature preserving polygon reduction may optionally be performed to reduce unnecessary geometric complexity.
Once the user has chosen several of the "best" designs in the current population, a new population of offspring is generated. Random pairs of the chosen individuals are "mated" to create offspring by copying values from the parents' gene arrays into the offspring array using single or multipoint crossover. Genes can also have a controllable degree of mutation applied by adding small random amounts to some percentage of the offsprings' genetic values. The process of selecting the "fittest" designs and generating new populations is then repeated until the system converges on a satisfactory solution [2] .
The ranges and activation thresholds of different visual properties can be adjusted to bias the system to produce different results. For example, feature frequency and noise levels can be reduced to make the formation of larger continuous structures more likely and the terrain more navigable. The domain author is free to adjust the gene value remapping biases and boundaries as he or she sees fit.
Once a satisfactory environment geometry has been evolved, it must be converted to a form suitable for importing into the game engine. The game map authoring/conversion software requires that the environment be constructed from closed convex polyhedra ("brushes") [3] . The triangle mesh surface geometry can be converted to tetrahedra by extruding each triangle downward then collapsing the extruded face. The resulting tetrahedra are first exported to a wavefront file, then converted (via Perl) to the game map text file format. Subsurface tetrahedron faces are tagged with a "no draw" texture so they are not rendered in the game engine. Once exported, player starting positions, lights, and any additional game objects desired to be in the scene can be manually added using the game environment authoring software. The environment can then be compiled, loaded into the game, and explored interactively by multiple players from a first person perspective. The second and fourth rows in figure 4 show views of environments imported into Quake III Arena TM [6] .
The top four images in figure 4 show an individual that was chosen for its gentle rolling hills and the unique "spine" dividing the top of one hill with a high wall. The map shown in the bottom four images of figure 4 illustrates the potential for generating flat, overlapping, and adjoining surfaces at different heights. 
Conclusions and future work
A new interface approach for exploring complex, realtime virtual environment design requiring minimal knowledge of 3D modeling techniques was presented. Interactive evolutionary design interfaces such as this can allow nonexpert users to design detailed original computer graphics content. Expert users also benefit from any tools which can suggest creative new design solutions. Directions for future work include: the addition of genes to control color and lighting, using 3D features to generate geometry, learning user preferences by analyzing gene values, and letting the user manipulate and constrain individual genes.
